Effie
MC, Moderator, Debater, Comedian
Effie is the brightest bauble at every corporate event.
Daring, dashing and always hilarious, when Effie is
involved, every day is a party.
This Logie award winning Greek goddess puts the O in
Occasion. Whether she is your MC, moderator,
debating team member or your comedy spot
entertainer she is the Megastar for youse.
Effie has MC’d and delivered comedy spots for the
Midwinter Ball in Canberra and the Princeton
Pharmaceutical Charity Ball, she has MC’d for
Tyrepower, the Real Estate Institute of Victoria, been
on the winning team for the ABC International
Women’s Day debate; delivered the keynote for Rotary,
the National Multicultural Conference Sydney and Adelaide Women’s AFL luncheon… and that’s
just for starters.

More about Effie:
Effie was a hairdresser by trade and for legal reasons gave up what was a worthy and lucrative
business – parting with the cash nearly killed her. The consequence of that tragedy was fame… as
she says, “With bones like mine there was no avoiding it”.
Wogs Out of Work on stage in the late 80’s was the beginning of a love affair with her fans.
Acropolis Now on TV gave the public, free and consistent access to the freakishly stunning
architecture that is Effie.
Waiting for Effie, her one-woman stage show, was an intimate, brave and absolutely classic
offering. While a recording with Norman Gunston of Amigos Para Siempre made it to the top 20 on
the Aria charts.
Effie won $64,000 on Who Wants to be a Millionaire, proving her brain power.
She hosted her own show on TV – with her family called Greeks On The Roof. The words ‘skilled’,
‘stunning’ and ‘articulate icon’ were thrown around, further proving her intelligence, humour and
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bold style.
Effie authored the book Effie’s Guide to Being Up Yourself, a positive thinking toolbook. Some
have called it a bible.
Versatile, flexible, and incredibly entertaining, Effie is a must for your next event.
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